
Syllabus:  Social Problems 

Mr. Chris Dziadus 

Course: Social Problems    Course Number: 371 Phone: 402-571-2618 ex:6221   
Email: cdziadus@omahamarian.org   Available: 7:15-7:45 and 3:00-3:30 

Blocks: D and F 

Textbook: Social Problems by James M. Henslin 

Homework:  Posted on Canvas. 

COMMUNICATION POLICY: 

A. "In keeping with the tradition of developing confident, independent, thinking leaders, students 
who have a question or concern about their class or grade should first talk to the teacher. If they 
are unable to reach a consensus, the student should then involve her guidance counselor, who 
will assist in her self-advocacy. If an issue remains unresolved, the teacher, parent(s) and student 
will meet. If consensus is not achieved once the aforementioned communication steps have been 
taken, the parent(s) should contact the principal."  

ABSENCE AND HOMEWORK POLICY: 

A. “The absence policy in the Parent/Student handbook will be used in this classroom. The 
policy is listed in Section 6.3 of the handbook.” B. All assignments are due on the assigned day 
at the beginning of the class. All assignments received after that are late. 

TARDY POLICY:   

Students are expected to be in class when the bell rings.  A student that is late to class without a 
pass will earn a point. 

GRADING POLICY: 

All papers, tests, individual worksheets and quizzes carry a different weight in the determination of the 
final grade.  Unexcused late work will have 10% deducted from the grade. 

Failing to complete homework on time will result in the student attending the mandatory after school 
iBlock. Students will be assigned to iBlock in the event they do not turn in their homework/project. 
Students will attend the 35 minute iBlock the same day they homework is not submitted 

  



COURSE OBJECTIVES:  

1. Understand how sociology can provide a framework to comprehend and consider solutions to 
the many American social problems.  

2. Evaluate the meaning of the sociological imagination and social location. Determine the 
importance of each term and evaluating social problems.  

3. Apply the principles of social location and sociological imagination.  

4. State and compare the three definitions of sociology.  

5. Explain how social movements influence the public’s thinking about social problems.  

6. Outline and compare the different sociological perspectives on social problems.  

7. Interpret and analyze the many claims made about the nature of social problems.  

8. Analyze how the modern industrial economy produces both fantastic wealth and extensive 
poverty.  

9. Evaluate if the gap between the rich and the poor is widening.  

10. Analyze how sociologists measure poverty, and determine the rate of poverty.  

11. Describe the profound psychological and sociological consequences of being poor in 
American society.  

12. State and compare the several explanations of poverty.  

13. State how ethnic violence and exploitation alarms many people.  

14. Define the concept of ethnic group, and outline patterns of ethnic relations.  

15. Summarize the experiences of ethnic minorities in the United States.  

16. Outline the several ways sociologists have tried to explain ethnic inequalities.  

17. Analyze the issue of immigration and public policy.  

18. Compare and contrast the different sociological perspectives explanations on ethnic 
minorities.  

19. State why ill health is a condition many individuals fear.  

20. Define the meaning of good health.  

21. Explain how unhealthy life-styles, environmental hazards and contagious diseases promote 
illness.  

22. Trace the history and structure of health care in the United States.  

23. Understand why gender roles expectations have changed.  

24. Define the concept of gender role and explain the origins of male and female roles.  

25. Explain how gender role socialization occurs, and the agents of gender socialization.  



26. Outline the several ways of responding to gender inequality.  

27. Outline aspects of the social problem of sexuality.  

28. Describe the sociological perspective on human sexuality.  

29. Analyze some of the problems and issues regarding sexuality today. 

30. Realize that the fears of crime and violence do not correspond with the facts about the current 
crime rate.  

31. Describe the nature of several different types of crime and violence, including murder, rape 
and syndicated crime.  

32. Analyze the causes of crime and violence, including biological, personality, and sociological 
theories.  

33. State how American society has tried to deal with crime through the police and prisons. 

iPad Responsibilities 

Students will: 

- Maintain an academic environment at all times. No games, messaging, shopping or non-
academic apps may be open during class. Turn off notifications for non-school apps and 
keep the volume muted. 

- NOT download a VPN to their iPad. 
- Keep the iPad closed or put away unless instructed by the teacher. IPads and other Smart 

devices must be put away during tests. Failure to remove those items will result in 
disciplinary action. 

- Ensure their iPad is updated and fully charged each day and set up to sync to iCloud on a 
regular basis 

- Follow the rules of digital citizenship. This includes not sharing passwords or passcode 
with another person or using another person’s iPad without the owner’s permission. 

- Always have permission before taking a photo, video, or audio recording of someone, 
including your teachers; any changes made after the initial recording should also be 
approved by the people involved. 

- Know that all iPad infractions are a minimum of 2 points 

COVID19 
Due to the ongoing disruptions that COVID19 has brought to schools and families, we 
will be flexible with your student if the need arises. However, it is up to the student to 
communicate these needs to the teacher via email.  If a student is learning in a remote 
environment, it is expected she will be watching and participating in class via Zoom.  
Please see Addendum C in the parent/student handbook for more information about 
virtual learning expectations. 


